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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY STANDARDS AND TRAINING
4190 Aumsville Hwy SE
Salem, OR 97317

TASK PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FORM
DPSST Form TP-4
(Revised 2/07)

NAME __________________________ DPSST #________
CERTIFICATION LEVEL __________________________
DEPARTMENT __________________________ DATE OF TEST __________
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First Time Retake

HOW TO EVALUATE PERFORMANCE:

ACCURACY:

100. Performed task with 100% accuracy and no hesitation
90. Performed task very accurately and little hesitation
Pass 80. Performed task satisfactorily, with minimal hesitation
Fail 70. Performed task minimally, needs to improve. (Retake task one time)
69 or below: Unable to perform the task. (Fail and retake every task)

SAFETY:

100. Extremely safety conscious
90. Safe operation
Pass 80. Safe operation with minor oversights
Fail 70. Needs to make some definite safety improvements (Retake one time)
69 or below: Reckless or negligent (Fail and retake every task)

TIME:

P. Pass - without hesitation, efficiently
NP. Did not pass - tentative, inefficient
NA. Not applicable, the time element does not apply to this task

SCORING:

A score of 80 or above is required to pass any task: this is not a cumulative score.
A score below 80 on any task: may retake up to 2 tasks on the same day.
A score of 69 or below must retake all tasks on another date.
If below 80 on second time: must redo the entire test on another date.
If fail same task twice: retake entire test another date.
A maximum of two tasks may be retaken in one day.

COMMENTS: __________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

Signature of Evaluator